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ABOUT THIS ALBUM
There are many ways of writing music. Just the
word “writing” indicates paper, the classic,
traditional way of composing. In the 1970’s
cassette recorders were used, today most
composers use computers as a tool when creating.
I have always been curious about how to form and
make contrasts in music. What makes surprises
and create moods to the listener.
Comparing electronic and acoustic music, there
are many similarities how to shape, fx loudness,
tempo and harmony. There are also differences.
The electronic universe is like a laboratory where
computers offer great possibilities to transform
the music. Effects like filtersweeps, drops, looping
sounds or tuning bass-drums are easily
accomplished. The Remix was born in such
laboratories in the 1980’s. Today the Remix has
become a way of creating music, and almost all
popular music becomes remixed.

But what about jazz and improvisational music?
of this album never found
it’s way to the audience. Instead I made this.
A remix of the old recording where I have altered
and added new things. Created something new by
changing the existing. I gave the music new
clothes from 2020.
Keep in mind, when some performances sound
strange, it’s on purpose. It’s a Remix.
Hoping you will enjoy my music!

THANKS TO: Johanna, Anton and Adam for being there for me. Morten, Thommy and Gerard
for fantastic playing. My friends for your lovely support, help and inspiration. My family.

This CD is dedicated to Johanna, Anton and Adam.
Pelle Fridell, Copenhagen 2020.

1. Liten (4:51) A tune for a little, young boy. Liten is “little” in
Swedish.
2. Close (4:56) Close but not unison, complementing each
other is more than double.
3. Spaces (4:23) About the different places and spaces in life.
4. Essence (4:58) The essential thing in the center, but the
surroundings may be important.
5.Three Wheels (4:20) Exploring on three wheels.
6. For My Love (7:40) A melody for my beloved ones.
7.Afterwards (6:18) This tune is about the feeling, hopefully
relief, after something dramatic has happened.
8.Turn (6:38) Turn your head, look in all directions, discover
new things.
9. Free In Virtual Reality pt 1 (7:15) The original was an open
piece, consisting of a frame with freedom for improvisation
and expression. What happens to the expression after being
remixed? Is it still open and free? Is information we get from
the internet also a like this?
10. Free In Virtual Reality pt 2 (0:56)
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